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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media has significantly developed, as the volume of interpersonal exchanges has increased exponentially in the
last years [60]. Users are increasingly willing to share personal multimedia content, such as photos and videos on online
social networks (OSNs). Although content sharing enables users to present themselves and gain attention [57, 86, 121],
exposing other people can harm their privacy. One privacy-threatening behavior is the non-consensual sharing of
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co-owned content [70, 98]; content that belongs to an uploader who shares the content, and to one or several data
subjects depicted in that content. Such non-consensual sharing can create interdependent privacy conflicts [29, 53] or
so-called multiparty privacy conflicts (MPCs) [21, 116, 117].
MPCs are too prevalent [117]. For example, in a large-scale survey targeted at OSN users [117], most of the respondents
reported experiencing an MPC at least once in their social media use. Users cause MPCs, as they like to share photos
portraying others [78] and perceive group photos as less privacy-violating than photos where a single person is
portrayed [48]. They also have less of a tendency to tag their friends [95] or obtain their consent before sharing [117].
There are many reasons that data subjects do not approve of MPCs [21, 117]. Some data subjects worry because they
do not look good in the shared content, and others have concerns about private facts that can be deduced from the
content, such as where, how, and with whom they were at the time the content was recorded.1 The consequences of
MPC can be severe. One out of every thirteen US adults deals with severe MPCs [21] that cause grave consequences,
such as public shaming [69, 124], cyberbullying [23], and discrimination [43]. The most severe case of MPC is revenge
pornography, where uploaders retaliate against their ex-partners by sharing intimate content after the relationship is
over [73, 76]. Unfortunately, revenge pornography can even occur on general-purpose OSNs [28], and it can lead to
dramatic situations [67].
Two main research streams have studied MPCs [117]. The first stream attempted to understand how users cope with
privacy conflicts on OSNs, in general [71, 103, 130] or in particular, for MPCs [117]. Although these studies provide
deep insights into user practices, they do not directly propose solutions to manage MPCs. The second stream includes
studies that propose privacy-preserving solutions for OSNs. They provide either technical solutions [52, 55, 95, 115] or
dissuasive strategies stemming from persuasion theories [6, 7, 21, 81]. These studies do not, however, place users at
the heart of the design process, instead they propose solutions that do not necessarily consider users’ real-life MPC
experiences, attitudes, and behaviors in OSNs.
To address this research gap, we use the participatory design approach [61, 62]: a well-established methodology
for co-designing with end-users in the early stages of the design process. We seek, in particular, to know what types
of solutions will be suggested by users who have experienced an MPC, and at what stage the proposed solutions
can address an MPC (e.g., prevention or support). We are also interested in knowing whether the participants who
reported having caused an MPC (i.e., henceforth MPC infringers) would design solutions that differ from those who
reported having suffered from an MPC (i.e., henceforth MPC subjects). At the same time, inspired by crime-prevention
studies, we borrow a well-recognized framework to guide us in our participatory design practices. We explore existing
practices in justice systems and use justifications for punishment (i.e., henceforth justice strategies), namely deterrence,
incapacitation, rehabilitation, restoration, and retribution [20, 32, 85]. We believe these justice strategies have potential
benefits for addressing MPCs, hence we use them as seeds, or inspirations, to guide us in our participatory design
sessions. Until now, only a few of these strategies were used to manage MPCs (e.g., see the Law Threat strategy in [21],
an approach based on deterrence). To the best of our knowledge, the use of these practices has not been studied in the
MPC context. Last, we organized these design sessions with young adults because these users deal with MPCs more
often than older adults [21].
In this study, we invited 26 MPC-experienced young adults to attend 16 design activities. We were interested in both
types of participants: MPC infringers and MPC subjects. Our participants had a variety of experiences, ranging from
mild to severe MPCs. The participants reflected on their personal experiences, thus created 21 solutions. Based on our
1Even in countries such as the United States, where photography in the public sphere can be taken and published without prior authorization [66],
publishing someone’s photo on social media can disclose private facts and could have negative consequences for the reputation of the data subjects [100].
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expert evaluation and the feedback from participants, the ten best solutions were reviewed and are presented here. These
solutions address MPCs from mild to severe consequences and with varying stages of impacts, including preventive,
dissuasive, educative, and restorative approaches. In this paper, we provide insights and design ideas collected from
non-technical—yet expert—young adults who have valuable real-life experiences with MPC. We contribute to the
innovation of privacy-enhancing technologies that could be incorporated into the design of online social networks to
reduce the incidence of MPCs.
We organized the rest of this paper as follows: In Section 2, we report the related work by describing two main
streams of research relevant to MPC. In Section 3, we delineate and justify our research methodology and describe the
types of participants recruited for the study. We also give background information on five main justice strategies used
in participatory design sessions. In Section 4, we summarize the participants’ design rationale and explain the selected
solutions and the participants’ evaluations of each solution. In conclusion, in Sections 5 and 6, we discuss the potential
benefits and the implications of the designed solutions.
2 RELATEDWORK
Multiparty privacy conflicts (MPCs) or interdependent privacy situations have been addressed through various research
approaches (see the work [29, 53, 116] for comprehensive surveys on the topic). We consider two relevant privacy
theories: (i) Based on contextual integrity [93], privacy is preserved when the information has a proper flow, depending
on the context, and it is violated when information is propagated further outside of this context (i.e., with different
norms). (ii) Based on communication privacy-management theory [99], when the owner of the information shares a
piece of information, they define a set of rules to control collective boundaries with other individuals (i.e., co-owners).
The privacy violation, or so-called boundary turbulence, occurs if the co-owner discloses the information outside of
these defined boundaries. In this section, we first describe related studies on understanding the way users develop their
own strategies for dealing with privacy conflicts in OSNs. Second, we present the summary of solutions developed to
address privacy conflicts in OSNs.
2.1 Coping Strategies on OSNs
Building upon the notion of boundary regulation [5, 96] and the principle of co-ownership in the communication privacy
management theory [99], empirical studies investigated how OSN users spontaneously create manual strategies to
manage their privacy. For example, Lampinen et al. [71] present a framework showing that OSN users usually correct or
prevent privacy conflicts in two different manners: individually (e.g., adjusting privacy settings) or collaboratively (e.g.,
asking another person to delete content). The corrective, collaborative, and preventive strategies are also identified by the
study of Cho and Filippova [22]. In general, the literature identifies the following strategies enacted by OSN users to deal
with MPCs: (i) deliberately anticipate the consequences of non-consensual sharing and avoid it [71], (ii) ask for consent
before sharing [71, 102], or (iii) practice self-control to reduce time spent on OSNs [22, 131]. Users also report regulating
their actions in real-life settings (e.g., avoiding getting drunk at a party) to reduce the risk of being caught in inconvenient
pictures that could end up online [13, 71]. Other studies identify practices where users attempt to discourage uploaders
from sharing. For instance, in the case of non-consensual sharing, they negotiate [13, 71, 102, 130] or use sanctioning
strategies [103]. More relevant to MPC, a recent study [117] lists practices reported by MPC infringers to resolve MPC
by discussing with MPC subjects, apologizing, and by cropping or deleting the troubling content. Note that users’
privacy and security practices can be changed. For example, OSN users’ perceived information sensitivity [128], their
values [24], attitudes [24, 74, 94], technical experiences [94], and cultural background [30, 122] can alter their practices.
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The type of OSN can also influence these practices [24]. Although users’ spontaneous coping strategies are not fully
effective per se, understanding these practices served as an inspiration for researchers to design technologies to manage
MPC.
2.2 Protective Mechanisms for OSNs
To protect OSN users, the following families of solutions were developed and tested in past literature: (i) item mod-
ification, (ii) audience modification, and (iii) deterrent approaches. The first two approaches use machine learning
and computational techniques to modify the items in the photo or to limit the audiences. The third approach borrows
techniques from persuasive-technology research to deter MPC infringers from sharing.
The first family of solutions uses face-recognition algorithms to recognize MPC subjects in the photo [1] then, to hide
MPC subjects, it applies obfuscation techniques, such as blurring or masking the face [45]. Apart from item obfuscation,
these researchers attempted to collect consent [95], to predict users’ consent, based on their OSN behaviors [77], and to
develop multiparty access control models [54, 55] for managing privacy conflicts. A new stream of research [46, 47, 79]
also contributes to identifying the way to address aesthetic-related issues raised by item-modification techniques. The
second family of solutions hides the content from undesired audiences, for instance, hiding family related content from
friends in the colleague circle. To determine the ‘undesired audiences’, earlier studies relied on computational approaches
to automate privacy decisions such as novel access-control models [49–52, 123, 129], recommender systems [35, 36],
adaptive audience recommendations [114, 115], aggregated voting [19, 104, 119], a collaborative access-control system
based on secret sharing [12], trust-based consent collection [2], and mechanisms for supporting co-owners’ interactions
in negotiating privacy settings [58, 59, 101]. Some of these studies were built upon theories such as the use of game
theory for negotiation [101, 118], argumentation theory [35, 37, 63, 88, 90], and human-values theory [88–90].
Research on the third family of solutions is limited to a few studies [6, 7, 21, 81]. Cherubini et al. [21] developed
dissuasive mechanisms to deter MPC infringers. They proposed solutions in the form of design frictions that warn
users before sharing multimedia content. They presented a comparative analysis based on the desirability of dissuasive
mechanisms versus technical solutions (i.e., item and audience modification approaches). Their results show that
vulnerable users (e.g., young women) might prefer technical solutions, and that users who frequently share multimedia
content might prefer dissuasive solutions because they can publish with less effort. Other researchers [7, 81] used
nudges to influence users’ sharing decisions. For instance, Masaki et al. [81] studied the effectiveness of different
types of nudging strategies on non-consensual sharing in OSNs and found that nudges with negative framing can be
deterrents in scenarios in which users do not have consensus about the scenarios.
In conclusion, all of these approaches were designed by expert designers, building upon existing theories. However,
the research did not involve the end-users of OSNs in the design of such strategies. We believe this is a notable
shortcoming, because any technological solution must be designed taking into account the user’s current practices
and the existing ecosystem. We contribute to overcome this omission by involving users of OSNs, who might have
experienced or caused an MPC. Also, we involved younger adults in the solution design to the MPC problem because
typically, compared with other age groups, these users have a higher level of engagement with this technology [21].
Therefore, we ask the following research questions:
RQ1. What solutions would young OSN users, who have experienced MPCs, co-design to address the problem of
MPCs?
RQ2. What are the differences between solutions designed by MPC infringers and MPC subjects?
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3 METHOD
We take a user-centric approach to design effective solutions for non-consensual multimedia sharing on OSNs. In
particular, we involved young users of OSNs who either experienced or causedMPCs. To this end, we used a participatory
design approach [61, 62, 107]. Participatory design has beenwidely used by earlier studies in human-computer interaction
for purposes ranging from food-tracker design [80] to addressing the stigma in measuring blood-glucose levels [82],
and to promoting the health of minority populations [113]. Recently, the participatory design was used to address
issues related to OSNs such as cyberbullying [9, 14]. In this study, we conducted several sessions with users who are
the main stakeholders of MPC: MPC infringers and MPC subjects. To promote participants’ creativity and generate
effective solutions, we practiced several participatory design activities such as ‘focus groups’, ‘storyboarding’, ‘value
ranking’, and ‘mutual evaluation’. In this section, we first explain the recruitment process and the characteristics of
our participants. We then introduce a well-recognized framework in justice systems that have been used for crime
prevention. We explored this framework in our participatory design practices to understand how it could be beneficial
to design interventions for MPCs. Finally, we describe the design activities.
3.1 Recruitment
We used a participant pool from the University of Lausanne, which entails over 8,000 volunteers for behavioral
experiments.2 Most of the volunteers in the subject pool were students. An earlier study showed that young adults
have the most susceptible user profiles for MPC [21]. The same study also identified women as vulnerable user types,
where they reported being subject to MPC, significantly more than men were. Therefore, we recruited young adults
who experienced (or caused) MPCs and we recruited more women than men. We targeted the age range of 18 to 25, but
given the availability of the participants, we also considered participants older than 25.3
One month prior to the study, we sent invitations to all the participants in the pool; the invitation included a link
to fill an online screener to check the eligibility of the participants for the study.4 A total of 286 participants enrolled
online for the study and were assessed for eligibility. We also used the online screener (cf. supplementary material A) to
collect demographic information, to understand which online services and OSN platforms they use for multimedia
sharing, and the frequency of sharing (or being shared in) co-owned multimedia material. We also collected information
about the number of MPC incidents they were involved in over the last 12 months, and the severity of the experienced
MPCs (i.e., MPCs with severe consequences such as public shaming and discrimination that could be related to nudity
and sexual content).
We recruited only MPC infringers and MPC subjects. Given that these users are the two main types of stakeholders,
we excluded participants without MPC experience or third-party viewers (i.e., those who witnessed MPCs via their
relatives or friends, but who were not involved in an incident). Respondents of the screener who selected never for Q4
(i.e., never sharing co-owned content depicting others) and Q5 (i.e., never being depicted in co-owned content shared by
others) were excluded. We also excluded those who selected never for Q8 (i.e., never made someone unhappy for privacy
reasons about sharing co-owned content) and Q9 (i.e., never felt unhappy for privacy reasons about co-owned content
shared by others). When selecting the sample, we maximized diversity on a best effort basis. We selected participants
from various stages of young adulthood, with frequencies of sharing/being shared in co-owned content, and with diverse
2A specialized unit at our institution managed the subject pool, took care of the enrollment processes, automated the transfers of financial incentives, and
kept secure the contact information of the study participants.
3Note that 18 to 40 is a standard age-range for “young adults”, and it was used by several earlier studies [4, 83].
4All materials used in the study are available in an open science framework (OSF) accessible online at https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/ZXHF3.
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frequencies and severities of MPCs (i.e., mild and severe). To ensure a mix of backgrounds and technical expertise, we
also selected participants from several faculties at our university. We slightly over-recruited female participants in each
experimental group, as explained above.
3.2 Participants
We selected 48 candidate participants out of the respondents who completed the screener and matched our profiles. We
contacted the participants via e-mail and, according to their response and availability, we recruited 𝑁 = 26 participants
(17 women) for the study. The pre-study survey also served as criteria for grouping; we assigned 13 participants as
MPC Subject and 13 participants as MPC Infringer. The grouping was done based on the answers provided for Q4–Q5
and Q8–Q11. All participants reported using either OSNs or instant messaging (IM) platforms to share photos and
videos (IM: 84.6%, OSN: 80.7%). Some participants also mentioned using cloud repositories (23.1%), multimedia-sharing
websites (15.4%), e-mails (11.5%), and personal websites (3.8%) to exchange multimedia content. Participants reported
using a variety of platforms for multimedia sharing, including WhatsApp (96.1%), Instagram (76.9%), Snapchat (65.4%),
Facebook (57.7%), Messenger (57.7%), Telegram (23.1%), iCloud (23.1%), TikTok (11.5%), YouTube (7.7%), Twitter (7.7%),
and others (3.8%).
3.2.1 MPC Subjects. Of the 13 participants, eight were female and five were male.5 The mean age of the participants
was 23.3 (SD=5.9) ranging from 19 to 41. All MPC subjects were students (9 bachelor students and 3 master’s students6),
except for one female participant (41 years old) who was a brand manager working in a private company. The other
MPC subjects belonged to different faculties such as engineering (4P, or 30.8%), social and political sciences (2P, 15.4%),
computer and communication sciences (1P, 7.7%), geosciences and environment (1P, 7.7%), basic sciences (1P, 7.7%),
business and economics (1P, 7.7%), biology and medicine (1P, 7.7%), and law and criminal sciences (1P, 7.7%). Participants
reported being depicted in photos and videos by other individuals in OSNs, daily (6P, 46.1%), several times a month (4P,
30.8%), and a few times a year or less (3P, 23.1%). Most of the participants (8P, 61.5%) reported being unhappy three or
more times for privacy reasons about a photo that someone had shared in OSNs (in the last 12 months). Whereas, others
(5P, 38.5%) reported being unhappy only once or twice in the last year. Almost half of the MPC subjects (6P, 46.1%)
reported being involved in MPCs with severe consequences (e.g., public shaming and discrimination) at least once in
the previous year, where some participants (3P, 23.1%) reported that such consequences were related to nudity or sexual
content. We assessed participants’ post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) by using the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 [125]
to check if they had a mental health problem caused by any traumatic event such as a severe MPC.7 Our results show
that four participants (P2, P5, P10, P11) had moderate post-traumatic stress (32.3/80), whereas the others did not have
such symptoms (15.3/80). The tables with all the demographic details of the study participants are available in the
supplementary material B linked above.
Before starting the participatory design sessions, we asked the participants to answer a few open-ended questions
about their last MPC incident. We asked all participants to explain, in particular, the content of the photo or video
involved. We also asked MPC subjects why they were unhappy with the content and what consequences they faced,
such as bullying, discrimination, or public shaming, due to the non-consensual sharing. We asked the MPC infringers
about their motivation to share such content. Eleven participants reported MPC incidents caused by the sharing of
photos or videos in which they were portrayed. They reported being unhappy because they did not look nice in the
5Even though we included a ‘non-binary’ option in the gender question (cf. Q1 of the screener, supplementary material A), no participant selected it.
6For brevity in the remainder of the article, we refer to the number of participant with the capital ‘P’.
7The questionnaire includes 20 questions with a Likert scale from 0 to 4, and the total score varies between 0 and 80.
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published content (4P, 36.4%) or because the content was published too broadly and they were afraid of what people
they did not know would think (5P, 45.4%). [P7, male, 21 y.o.]: “Someone shared a video of me drinking. My parents saw
that video and I had problems at home. My family is fundamentally against drinking for religious reasons, and I have
been hiding that side of me from them to avoid problems. I was ashamed in front of my parents, and had a conflict with
them.”; [P10, female, 19 y.o.]: “In a video, I was dancing in a ridiculous and tendentious way. It was posted on an Instagram
story by a friend. I got a bit of backlash from people from my school. My mom also saw the video, and we got into a big
fight. I was unhappy because what I was doing in the video was destined for a small circle of friends, not for the Internet.”
Some participants also mentioned their desire to not appear on social media (3P, 27.2%) and to not lose control of their
personal information (1P, 9.1%).
3.2.2 MPC Infringers. Nine participants were female and four were male. The mean age of the participants was 20.9
(SD=2.0), ranging from 18 to 26. All participants were students (8 bachelor students and 5 master’s students). They
belong to different faculties, including business and economics (5P, 38.5%), humanities (3P, 23.1%), engineering (2P,
15.4%), basic sciences (1P, 7.7%), social and political sciences (1P, 7.7%), and biology and medicine (1P, 7.7%). The
infringer participants reported depicting other individuals by sharing photos or videos online using OSNs daily (1P,
7.7%), several times a month (9P, 69.2%), and a few times a year or less (3P, 23.1%). The majority of the MPC infringers
(8P, 61.5%) reported making someone else unhappy three or more times by sharing photos or videos online (in the
last 12 months). The remaining infringer participants (5P, 38.5%) reported the same phenomenon once or twice in the
previous year. More than half of the participants (7P, 53.8%) reported causing MPCs with severe consequences, such as
public shaming and discrimination, once or several times in the previous year (4P, 30.8%: more than three times; 3P,
23.1%: less than three times). Some participants (4P, 30.8%) reported causing consequences related to nudity or sexual
content (1P, 7.7%: more than three times; 3P, 23.1%: less than three times).
Twelve participants described the incidents that caused the MPC. The participants’ motivations for non-consensual
sharing were to share a funny moment (6P, 50.0%), to make fun of MPC subjects (2P, 16.7%), to get revenge on a MPC
subject (2P, 16.7%), to take advantage of a MPC subject (1P, 8.3%), and to snoop on a MPC subject (1P, 8.3%). [P25,
female, 22 y.o.]: “I was a bit selfish trying to share one of my friends’ photos where I think she did not look as pretty as I did
and then having people reacting to the picture and making compliments about me and not her.”; [P21, male, 22 y.o.]: “I
went with my friends to a disco bar. I saw a friend of my friend far from me. I decided to take a photo of him and sent it to a
friend who knows him. Just a few seconds later he received my snap, and he wrote to this guy [MPC subject]. Then he came
to me asking me ‘why did you take a picture of me and shared it? I have children and I don’t want to be filmed here.’ ”
3.3 Justice Framework
The justice framework, which is relevant to this research, is typically used to deal with behaviors that lead to conflictual
interactions between individuals or that cause harm to others. Punishments are negative sanctions assigned by legal
officials, such as government agencies or judges, to discourage deviant behavior [27, p. 32]. Overall, the results of the
philosophical reflections on legal punishments are five justice strategies, that is, deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation,
restoration, and retribution [20, 32, 85]. Table 1 summarizes these five justice strategies. Some have a long history (e.g.,
retribution) [3]. Whereas, others are quite modern approaches that support both wrongdoers and victims, after the
offense has occurred (e.g., restoration). Although some of these justice strategies, such as incapacitation and deterrence,
can be effective for irrational and rational actors, respectively, others, such as restoration, are quite useful for virtuous
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Table 1. Summary of the Justice Framework
Title Definition Additional notes
Deterrence The threat of punishment to avoid
a crime before it happens. The two
main forms are specific and general
deterrence [91, 106].
The specific deterrence aims at deterring an offender from further mis-
conduct (e.g., giving a ticket to a driver who breaks the law). The general
deterrence aims at creating public awareness to warn society (e.g., media
coverage relative to increasing traffic ticket fines).
Incapacitation Limiting the physical capacity of of-
fenders to avoid committing deviant
behavior [132].
In its traditional form, incapacitation is the removal of offenders from society
to prevent future crimes and includes incarceration (e.g., jail, prison) and
probation (e.g., house detention, supervised release).
Rehabilitation Re-educating offenders to overcome
factors that have led them to com-
mit a crime [3, 105].
It is a pedagogical approach proposed in 1949 and that aims at changing
offenders’ behaviors and re-integrating them into society by developing
occupational skills or resolving psychological issues.
Restoration Mediation between victims and of-
fenders to repair the harm [20, 109,
112].
It is the most recent justice strategy. It serves as an opportunity for the
victim to be heard and to ask questions. It also enables the offender to make
amends and receive forgiveness, to ‘repair’ the wrong.
Retribution The most traditional strategy, built
on the principle of “an eye for an
eye” [18, 87].
It emphasizes that a personwho breaks the law should in turn suffer the same
harm. In this approach, the level of punishment should be proportionate to
the severity of the offense.
and socially responsible actors such as young offenders who committed minor offenses [16]. We will explain the use of
the justice framework later in Section 3.4.
3.4 Procedure
Our study design was inspired by earlier studies that used participatory design [9, 14, 82]. Prior to running the study,
two of the authors did a dry run of the sessions with a (non-author) HCI practitioner from our institution to refine the
study protocol.
Figure 1 shows the study procedure. Each participant attended two study sessions organized on two distinct days. We
conducted 1st and 2nd sessions on different days because we required enough time to collect and review all solutions
designed by the different groups and prepare them for the subsequent activities. Thus, we first finished all activities
related to session 1 for all groups, and a week later, we conducted activities related to session 2. We organized the
sessions in groups of six to seven participants. Based on prior guidelines [68], we felt that six to seven participants per
session was the optimal size to facilitate discussion and group activities. Therefore, we organized participants into four
groups: two groups of MPC infringers and two groups of MPC subjects. All the sessions were conducted in the same lab
on the campus. MPC subjects and MPC infringers did not attend the same sessions. All of the sessions were conducted
by at least two of the authors (i.e., one facilitator and one assistant). We did this because one of the authors had to focus
on guiding the sessions and answering the questions while the other author helped with note-taking and recording the
sessions. Participants read and signed the consent forms before the sessions. All sessions were conducted in English
and they were audio- and video-recorded. Participants received the equivalent of 65 USD for their participation.
The sessions involved four main activities: Focus Group, Storyboarding, Value Ranking, and Mutual Evaluation. The
activities of the first session supported the ideation of new strategies to contrast the occurrence of MPCs. These were
evaluated through the activity of the second session. In the following paragraphs, we explain the procedure and our
rationale for each of these parts.
3.4.1 Focus Group [Session 1, Activity 1]. Focus groups are often used in participatory design studies to ground the
design activities and to facilitate brainstorming [9]. We started the session with introductions and by presenting the
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Fig. 1. Procedure of the study. The gray boxes represent activities while the green boxes the output of the activities. Color icons are
used to indicate the subjects of each activity.
goal of the session to the participants. Then, we provided a brief description of MPCs and their consequences [21, 117].
To avoid biasing the participants we did not mention any existing solution to the problem of MPCs to the participants.
We also did not discuss the privacy regulations of existing OSNs to avoid restricting the creativity of our participants.8
In addition, following a methodology from an earlier study [82], we presented the framework of the justice system
that is typically applied to deal with any misbehavior or felony [85]. The framework includes strategies and practices
that are commonly used by the justice systems to reduce crime rates (cf. Section 3.3). We did this for two reasons: (i)
to center the subsequent design activities around commonly accepted approaches that have been developed over the
course of centuries and debated in philosophy and law studies; and (ii) to ground the language of the participants over
well-defined concepts and approaches. The whole presentation took ∼ 10 minutes.
As a warm-up sub-activity, and to encourage participants to reflect on the justice strategies, we asked them to
individually create a list of pros and cons of the justice strategies, considering how each strategy could be adapted to
the MPC context. This activity took ∼ 10 minutes. Next, following prior research [14, 113], we grouped participants
in subgroups of two or three9 asking them to sit around a table, share their list with their group mates, and together
brainstorm the advantages and disadvantages. Given that in the later stage (cf. Section 3.4.2), the participants in the
same subgroups were supposed to work together on storyboards, the brainstorming activity was intended to help them
to form a common design rationale. The activity took ∼ 10 minutes, where participants first exchanged the lists with
each other and then verbally discussed. At the end of the activity, we asked participants in each subgroup to wrap up
the discussion by making a conclusion verbally.
8However, note that the participants likely took into account privacy regulations when proposing a solution (1) to determine what would be considered
an MPC (mix of social norms and privacy regulations) and (2) which solution one could reasonably imagine being implemented and put in place.
9Participants were assigned to each subgroup randomly.
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(a) Two participants drawing a storyboard. (b) Participants evaluating solutions from the other group.
Fig. 2. Setup of the participatory design sessions.
3.4.2 Storyboarding session [Session 1, Activity 2]. As a core ideation activity, we employed storyboarding since it
has been commonly employed as a participatory design activity [14, 113, 127]. Storyboarding is a visual narrative
inquiry and a powerful storytelling technique to foster participant creativity. This technique allows researchers to
study an experience and guide participants to design respective solutions using a story [10, 15, 25]. For this activity
as well participants worked in subgroups. We first introduced the storyboarding technique to participants using a
short slideshow. Then, we presented an example storyboard that had been drawn for a different context (i.e., using a
smartphone to capture a bar code on an announcement board [42]). Later, we asked participants to craft two technological
solutions (for each subgroup) to dissuade, mitigate, or prevent MPCs. These three concepts were derived directly from
the justice framework introduced in activity 1. We let each subgroup decide freely which of these concepts to use to
build their solution on.10 We informed the participants that they could either design a feature incorporated inside an
existing technology (e.g., a new feature in an existing OSN) or propose an independent technological solution (e.g., a
novel application or service). We strove to set a constructive working environment by: (i) informing participants that
their solutions were not going to be judged as correct or incorrect; and that (ii) their contribution could help design
better solutions against MPCs.
Participants were asked to create one storyboard per solution using 5-8 canvases (Figure 2a). Participants were
provided with A4 size templates (one page for each canvas), color pens, and color markers. Each A4 template contained
three frames to note the number of each canvas, to make a drawing, and to add captions under the drawing.11 Participants
were asked to draw all necessary steps from A to Z in their storyboards including ‘before sharing’, ‘when sharing’,
‘the intervention’, and ‘after the intervention’. They were also asked to give a title for their storyboard. At the end of
the session, we collected and hung all of the storyboards on the walls in the room where the sessions were held. The
participatory design sessions took ∼ 90 minutes in total. After four storyboarding sessions, we collected 21 design
solutions (i.e., 12 from MPC subjects and 9 from MPC infringers).
3.4.3 Value Ranking [Session 1, Activity 3]. Evaluation activities are usually conducted at the end of participatory
design sessions in order to help participants reflect on the design outcomes of the previous activities [9, 14, 82]. The
10Note that at the end of the study, seven solutions (or 70%) used one of these approaches. The remaining solutions used techniques that were not inspired
by these concepts.
11The template of the canvas is available in the OSF repository.
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purpose of this activity was to collect feedback from participants on the designed solutions. Particularly, we asked
participants to think about the effectiveness of each solution in addressing the MPC problem and about any feasibility
and implementation obstacle that could be encountered when implementing the solution. We asked a leader in each
subgroup to shortly present their storyboard to the participants of the other subgroups. Next, we asked all participants
to individually review all the storyboards (except for their own storyboards, see Figure 2b). More specifically, we asked
participants to write their comments on sticky notes. We provided sticky notes of different colors for positive and
negative remarks. As prompts, we asked participants to consider whether the solution could work in real-life situations,
whether it could be usable, how it might impact different stakeholders, and whether it could be feasible to implement.
To clarify what we meant by feasible, we provided an example of an infeasible solution: a time machine where the
MPC infringer and MPC subject(s) can travel back in time, before the MPC happened. After the participants were done
writing on the sticky notes, we had a short debriefing reviewing the comments and reflecting on the overall session.
Then, we wrapped the session. This last activity took ∼ 30 minutes. Once pictures of the sticky notes were taken, these
were removed from the storyboards for the activities of the second session.
At the end of the first session activities, three of the authors (familiar with the MPC literature) reviewed each solution
designed by the participants. The goal of this review was to remove redundant solutions and to bring the designs to a
manageable set that could be further discussed and refined in the upcoming session.12 To select a subset of solutions, we
considered the following points: a. whether the solution was redundant with regard to a previous solution; b. whether
the solution existed already in OSNs; c. whether it would be ethically viable (e.g., not exposing the MPC subject to
retaliation); d. whether the solution was technically feasible; e. whether it was not specific to the problem of MPCs.
We then reviewed the positive and negative remarks collected via sticky notes, and discussed those remarks before
making the final decision. Last, the three authors voted independently for all solutions. Each author could vote “keep”
or “discard”. As a result, we selected 10 solutions out of 21 storyboards for the second session (6 from MPC subjects
and 4 from MPC infringers) and discarded the remaining ones. We discarded 11 solutions for the following reasons: 6
solutions for being redundant; 2 solution as they already existed in OSNs; 1 solution for not complying with our ethical
assessment; 1 solution for being infeasible from a technical standpoint. Finally, we removed 1 additional solution as it
was not specific to the problem of MPCs.
3.4.4 Mutual Evaluation [Session 2, Activity 4]. The designs of the first session were prepared by homogeneous types
of participants: either MPC subjects or MPC infringers. As solutions impact both kinds of users, the activity of the
second session was aimed at collecting feedback from the opposite types of participants (i.e., MPC subjects evaluated
the solutions designed by MPC infringers and vice versa). We did this because the designs developed by one type of
stakeholder might have not adequately considered the needs of other types of stakeholders. For instance, an MPC
subject might be interested in threatening or punishing severely the attacker without understanding the motivations
that initiated the MPC or the burden it would put on legitimate uploads. An MPC infringer could also provide very mild
interventions that could not be effective to prevent MPCs. To mitigate this, each solution was reviewed and commented
on by participants of the opposite type.
To avoid biasing the participants, we did not mention the identity of the designers of the solutions. Participants
were asked to go individually through the storyboards, look at each drawing and read their captions carefully, and list
the pros and cons of each solution by adding sticky notes to the walls. After this short warm-up activity, we asked
12At this stage, due to the lack of time between the first and second sessions, we refrained from using a systematic analytic approach (e.g., Thematic
Analysis [17]). Instead, we organized a design review meeting that allowed the researchers to make quick reflections on the proposed solutions.
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participants to fill in a questionnaire including four open-ended questions (cf. supplementary material C in the OSF
repository). We asked participants to identify a. whether a particular solution could help to fight against MPC and in
what ways it has an effect on MPC, b. to what extent this solution could support them as an MPC subject and could help
them not cause MPC (as an MPC infringer), c. whether a particular solution could work in real-life scenarios, and d. how
a particular solution could be improved. At the end of the session, we thanked participants for their participation. The
activity of the second session lasted ∼ 45 minutes.
3.5 Analysis
We used thematic analysis [17] to study the content of the conversation that participants had during the focus group
sessions. The analysis started with transcribing the data and then reading and coding the data in an iterative manner.
Two authors worked together on data analysis, identifying over 200 codes that led to generating three main themes for
the design rationale (cf. Section 4.1). We also used affinity diagramming [108] to analyze the participants’ feedback on
each solution. We combined the answers collected via sticky notes and the answers given to the open-ended questions
described above (we will refer collectively to this qualitative feedback as comments). In total, we extracted 685 comments
during the sessions. Of these, 172 were extracted from the sticky notes, and 513 from the open-ended questions. The
number of comments per solution ranged from 64 to 74 (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 68.5). Next, we grouped the comments and generated
3 to 6 clusters (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5) for each solution. These clusters were used to summarize the participants’ feedback on
each solution (see, for example, Section 4.2.1).
3.6 Ethical Considerations
Our study was approved by institutional review board (IRB) of the University of Lausanne. We recruited participants
in September 2020 and conducted the participatory design sessions in October 2020. Even though we run the study
in the COVID-19 era, the direction of the university allowed small gatherings (e.g., less than 15 people) as long as all
participants wore a mask and respected sanitary measures. A sanitary plan was included in the request submitted to our
IRB and in the recruitment e-mails. It specified that participants would have to wear masks. We cleaned all surfaces (e.g.,
pens, desks), aired the room before and after each session, and provided participants with hand sanitizers. In addition,
the anonymity of the participants in the dataset was ensured by replacing each name with a participant number. We
also did not use participants’ real names and allowed the use of pseudonyms in the session instead of real names (if
they preferred). In addition, we organized distinct sessions with MPC subjects and with MPC infringers. This way, we
prevented accidentally gathering participants who could have been involved in the same MPC incident in the same
sessions. Finally, during the sessions, we did not let participants self-identify themselves as victims or attackers. Rather
we described them generically as OSN users.
4 FINDINGS
In this section, we present the outcome of the participatory design sessions. We first report the analysis of the
participants’ feedback on the application of the justice strategies in the design of solutions to address MPCs. Then, we
give a descriptive summary of the designed solutions and the feedback collected from the mutual evaluation practices.
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4.1 Design Rationale
Here we present three main themes generated from the participants’ discussions in the focus group activity, where they
discussed the use of justice strategies in the context of addressing MPCs. We also provide a summary of the pros and
cons of these strategies, as discussed by participants.
4.1.1 Theme 1: Sanctions should be Commensurate to the Crime. Most of the participants mentioned that sanctions
should be adapted to the seriousness of the committed offense or, in other words, proportionate to the crime. For example,
participants found incapacitation too hard and restoration too soft as it does not include any penalty. Conversely, for
severe MPCs, participants mentioned that incapacitation and retribution approaches could be effective. Participants
argued that advertising the punishments that MPC infringers might receive could be sufficient to deter potential
perpetrators before committing their misdeeds. [P16, female, 22 y.o.]: “Yes, but afterward it could be scary too ... you
don’t want to go to jail.” The severity of the offenses was mentioned several times. [P7, male, 21 y.o.]: “Maybe, in this
case, if someone published a pornographic video of you, retribution will be proportional.”; [P10, female, 19 y.o.]: “It really
depends on the situation. There is a huge difference between revenge porn and posting the video of your drunk friend!” The
participants also discussed the fairness of the techniques. In particular, regarding the deterrence strategy, participants
thought monetary fines can create inequities and then might not be effective. [P8, female, 41 y.o.]: “It can create financial
inequalities. It really depends on how the fines are set. If it is the same amount for everybody then it is not fair. If you are
rich, you don’t care.”13
4.1.2 Theme 2: Educational and Punitive Strategies should be Applied Together. According to a large majority of the
participants, rehabilitative and restorative strategies would be useful for educating MPC infringers or for mending
the wrongdoing.14 [P5, female, 29 y.o.]: “It’s good because it enables people to understand that they cannot do whatever
they want. It is a punishment, but also an educational act.” But, participants also reported that educative and restorative
strategies might fail if MPC infringers do not cooperate. [P15, female, 18 y.o.]: “Offenders might just not care and it’s
not going to change their mind ... Yes, if people do not agree [with the restorative request], it can worsen the conflict.”
Furthermore, some MPC infringers could use these light approaches as a way to cover up the issue by pretending to be
sincere or by whitewashing the conflictual report. [P24, male, 20 y.o.]: “Some people can just use this [mechanism] to
play the good guy. It can be frustrating for the victim to see that the offender is just using that to get away.” Therefore, the
participants indicated such approaches should always be combined with punitive strategies. [P4, female, 24 y.o.]: “I
would say restoration, but combined with incapacitation for example. If I had to do something, I would mix between making
the person understand and punishing him a little bit. There’s also no point in punishing him if he doesn’t understand what
he did wrong.”
4.1.3 Theme 3: The Inclusion of MPC Subjects is Crucial. Many participants underlined the importance of taking
the MPC subjects into account in the process of addressing MPCs. The participants indicated that rehabilitation,
incapacitation, retribution, and deterrence do not consider the MPC subject, the one who was exposed. In this regard,
they found restoration useful, as it can involve MPC subjects and enables them to talk with MPC infringers, to receive
an apology for their misbehavior. In turn, this could bring psychological benefits that could make MPC subjects feel
better. [P1, male, 19 y.o.]: “Restoration might be more of a relief for the victim because they can confront the person directly.
13Recently, in some countries, some fines have been made proportionate to the income of the person who infringes the law (e.g., traffic tickets for speeding
in Switzerland [97]).
14Note that even if harms can be mended, what has been seen cannot be unseen.
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It enables the person who inflicted the harm to understand the pain of the victim. This might help avoid future cases” (in
reply to P1) [P3, female, 21 y.o.]: “Yes! It also enables the victim to be able to express themselves and confront the offender
directly, and in some cases, it enables the creation of a dialog where everyone can understand each other, which can facilitate
the healing process.” According to participants, simply punishing MPC infringers is not sufficient to address MPCs.
4.1.4 The Pros and Cons of the Five Justice Strategies. The participants reported different advantages for incapacitation,
including protecting the society fromMPC infringers, makingMPC infringers understand that their misdeeds might have
concrete consequences in their lives, and deterring people from committing future MPCs. In contrast, the participants
highlighted two shortcomings of incapacitation: this approach might not concretely educate infringers about what they
did wrong, and it might be considered excessive for minor offenses (e.g., an embarrassing photo of the MPC subject
wearing an awful Christmas jumper is shared non-consensually [120]). For retribution, participants reported that it
affords proportionality (see Sec. 4.1.1 above), it could educate infringers (i.e., make MPC infringers understand exactly
what they did to the MPC subject), and that MPC infringers could receive an actual punishment (see Sec. 4.1.2). As for
the drawbacks, the participants mentioned that retribution can trigger retaliation, that it is not educative, that it does
not involve MPC subjects in the process (see Sec. 4.1.3), and that it feels like a primitive form of justice. Deterrence was
regarded as an excellent way to make people aware that their wrongdoing could have concrete consequences and make
them think twice before sharing content portraying other people, without asking first. This strategy was perceived
as an effective approach for prevention. The participants also felt that this approach could be easily adapted to the
context of the MPCs. In terms of shortcomings, some participants reported that monetary-based approaches, such as
those suggested by the deterrence approach, could be ineffective with wealthy MPC infringers. Finally, concerning the
rehabilitation approach, participants felt this could support MPC infringers’ growth by educating them and making
them reflect on their misdeeds (see Sec. 4.1.2). The main reported advantage of restoration was that of involving MPC
subjects in the process, by having the parties communicate about the situation (see Sec. 4.1.3). This communication
could enable MPC infringers to understand the harm they caused and could support the MPC subjects in their recovery
process. It was noted, however, that both rehabilitation and restoration require human resources to be implemented.
Both approaches were also perceived as ineffective for malicious, insincere, and non-empathetic individuals.
In the following sections, we describe the six solutions designed by the MPC subjects (marked with -S-), and the
four solutions designed by the MPC infringers (marked with -I-). Note that the designed solutions typically involve
multiple independent steps. These could be easily decoupled and re-composed into more effective strategies. We will
further discuss this in the discussion section.
4.2 Solution 1. Trick-then-Treat (TT) -S-
TT is an intelligent content analyzer that can detect sensitive content, such as nudity or sexual content, in a photo
(or video) and warn the users before sharing it on OSNs (Figure 3a). The warning says: “Your content has been judged
offensive! It could hurt other people. Do you want to post it?” The MPC infringer can accept or refuse the warning. If
the MPC infringer refuses the warning and continues to share content that leads to MPCs, the OSN can block access
to the account and report the IP address of the computer of the infringer to the authorities.15 The MPC infringer is
then asked to remain at home until that person receives a visit from a professional that could provide psychological
support and discuss the reason that led to the misbehavior. This might help the infringer change their behavior and
avoid giving rise to MPCs in the future. TT aims at dissuading MPC infringers by reminding them about the possible
15Note this is somehow naive because there are ways to hide an IP address by using proxies or Tor.
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negative outcomes of their actions. This solution uses incapacitation by limiting access to the OSN and rehabilitation
by providing psychological support after the MPC has occurred (cf. 4.1.2).
4.2.1 Participants’ Feedback. The participants reported perceiving TT to be effective in countering the rise of MPCs,
as it might prevent offensive content from being shared, and it might help MPC infringers to understand why their
behavior falls below community standards. Participants also found TT preventive, as it could dissuade infringers who
might be acting in good faith. A participant mentioned that TT should be applied to serial infringers. However, some
participants reported that the punishment of this solution is not proportionate to the offense, and it should not be
implemented in real life as the consequences are too severe. Participants mentioned that it is technically challenging to
judge content as offensive as it depends on many criteria. For example, a work of art can be marked erroneously as
offensive content.
4.3 Solution 2. Warning Of Legal Fallout (WOLF) -I-
Similar to TT, WOLF combines a sensitive-content detection with a consent reminder. However, it is different because
it can report detected cases to law enforcement authorities (Figure 3b). This technique presents the MPC infringer
with messages such as: “We found nudity in this image. If you post it, you might be reported to the local police.” Our
co-designers thought warning MPC infringers with tangible consequences could be enough of a deterrent to prevent
MPCs (cf. 4.1.1). In summary, WOLF applies a dissuasive approach by using the deterrence strategy, but it does not
involve MPC subjects in the process.
4.3.1 Participants’ Feedback. The majority of the participants agreed that WOLF could help reduce MPCs as the
warning could dissuade infringers and the consequences appear to be certain. The participants noted the solution could,
in the future, effectively protect MPC subjects from being harassed or from revenge pornography. They also reported
that WOLF could work for only severe MPCs when the content involves nudity or violence, and it would not be useful
for mild cases (e.g., a picture in a bar where the MPC subject appears drunk). The participants mentioned that the
solutions might be complex to implement because law enforcement authorities might not have enough resources to act
on all the reports of MPCs. One participant mentioned nudity content is not always offensive, and it might be difficult
to build an algorithm that distinguishes offensive from legitimate content. Finally, the participants suggested that the
solution could detect other forms of offense, in addition to nudity or pornography (e.g. a picture where the MPC subject
is picking his nose), and it should be implemented on all OSNs.
4.4 Solution 3. From Ban To Forgiveness (FBTF) -S-
FBTF, similar to TT and WOLF, reminds MPC infringers that, before sharing the co-owned content, they must obtain
consent from the other parties. But different than TT and WOLF, FBTF uses face-recognition algorithms. If one of the
detected MPC subjects flags the photo, FBTF locks the infringer’s account on the OSN for a certain duration (e.g., 30
days). After this period, the MPC infringer receives a message on their smartphone (cf. 4.1.3); it requires the infringer to
write an apology letter to the MPC subject (Figure 3c). The solution warns potential infringers by using a simple popup
warning. It utilizes incapacitation to punish MPC infringers and restoration to repair the harm (cf. 4.1.2).
4.4.1 Participants’ Feedback. Participants disagreed on whether FBTF could be effective in preventing MPCs. Some of
them found the one-month ban sufficient to avoid MPC, whereas others found this time insufficient. Several participants
described how banning accounts could be easily circumvented, as some MPC infringers could create accounts on other
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OSN platforms. Additionally, some participants noted how dissuasive warnings could be a weak approach, as some
MPC infringers could simply ignore the message. As for the idea of apologizing at the end of the ban, participants
mentioned that some MPC infringers could be insincere and just pretend to be sorry.16 The participants reported several
suggestions to improve FBTF: by (i) replacing the punishment with a monetary fine, (ii) shortening the ban period or
making it proportionate to the severity of the MPC, and (iii) including the solution on all OSNs, not only one.
4.5 Solution 4. Face-based Individual Consent Reminder (FICR) -I-
FICR combines a facial-recognition algorithm with a consent reminder similar to that of FBTF. The FBTF detects users
who appear in the photo and who did not provide their consent. FICR reminds users to obtain their permission, before
sharing the photo (Figure 3d). For each individual face in the photo, FICR asks the MPC infringers to confirm if they
have already received consent. However, unlike FBTF, FICR lets the MPC infringers decide whether to share the picture
without consent. This solution does not use a particular justice strategy. The designers of FICR found it difficult to
conceive a technology-based restoration strategy in everyday social media use. Designers mentioned that users could
solve their conflicts through in-person discussions.
4.5.1 Participants’ Feedback. Although participants appreciated FICR, as it encourages consent collection, some
reported that FICR does not impede MPC infringers from sharing. One participant mentioned that FICR is not helpful to
MPC subjects as they could be alerted about the non-consensual content, but only after it would be shared. Participants
noted some recommendations: (i) give more control to MPC subjects and notify them before the content gets shared,
and (ii) add some legal pressure to the warning message.
4.6 Solution 5. Guardian Angel of Privacy (GAP) -I-
GAP is a tool that informs MPC subjects about their photo being published and enables them to remove the photo
by explaining the reasons to the MPC infringer (Figure 3e). Similar to FBTF and FICR, GAP first recognizes the MPC
subject’s face, but it also notifies the MPC subject about the published content (cf. 4.1.3). If the MPC subjects are unhappy
with the content, they can contact the MPC infringer by writing in a pop-up box why they do not agree that the picture
should be published and how they would feel if it is published.17 The OSN automatically removes the photo after the
message has been seen by the MPC infringer.18 In summary, GAP uses automatic face-recognition algorithms and lets
the MPC infringers know the reason for the photo removal.
4.6.1 Participants’ Feedback. All participants agreed that GAP is an appropriate solution for managing MPCs. Empow-
ering MPC subjects by giving them the authority and control to remove unwanted content and enabling them to explain
their motivation for the removed content are the two main reasons appreciated by the participants. Other participants
reported that having an opportunity to explain their reasoning can also make MPC subjects feel better. They also
noticed how GAP is a realistic solution that can be implemented on OSNs by using existing technologies. Finally, the
16Interestingly the participants did not notice the opportunities to game the solution with the reporting mechanisms. Essentially, to harm the uploader,
users could give their consent while in person, then later pretend that they did not. Such solutions could be complemented with online consent collection
systems.
17This part of the solution is in-line with a recently published work [88] that offers an explainable agent to manage MPCs. Further research is required to
compare the effectiveness of receiving such explanations from virtual agents versus real MPC subjects. Furthermore, this solution follows a somewhat
similar mechanism to what Facebook recently introduced in their privacy settings, where a user can ask for a picture to be removed and can explain why.
See https://www.facebook.com/about/basics/manage-your-privacy/untagging (step 6), last accessed February 2021.
18However, this could also be done right after the MPC subject sends the message.
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(a) TT; The intelligent content analyzer detects offen-
sive content and warns an uploader.
(b) WOLF; The app warns the MPC infringer that they
can report the incident to law enforcement authorities.
(c) FBTF; After a 30-day account lock, the infringer has
to write an apology letter to unlock the account.
(d) FICR; The app reminds the uploader to obtain con-
sent for every single face detected in the photo.
(e) GAP; The MPC subject writes in a pop-up box why
they are not okay with the picture.
(f) APS (a); The app scans pornographic websites and
seeks any content that features the MPC subject’s face.
(g) APS (b); The MPC subject reviews a list of matches
and double-checks the accuracy of the recognition.
(h)ME (a); The app asksMike to put himself in the shoes
of his ex-girlfriend and answer a few questions.
(i) ME (b); “Imagine you are Marina! How would your
parents react? Will you be able to go back to school?” etc.
(j) MOOCIE; A lecturer teaches about the importance
of obtaining consent. Next, the user should take a quiz.
(k) MeCoR; An expert mediator supports the MPC in-
fringer and MPC subject(s) to solve the conflict.
(l) GAC; “Every year, thousands of people die because of
content published without their consent!”
Fig. 3. Storyboards created for different solutions. All storyboards are available in the OSF repository.
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participants mentioned that GAP could be improved by informing MPC subjects, before the content is shared. They also
suggested extending the solution to multiple OSNs to prevent malicious infringers from circumventing the restriction.
4.7 Solution 6. Anti-Public Shaming (APS) -S-
APS is a Chrome plug-in [41]. Similar to FBTF, FICR, and GAP, APS uses face-recognition algorithms. But, contrary to
these solutions, APS is a supportive approach. APS helps MPC subjects (cf. 4.1.3) who are suspicious or worried that
their private videos could end up on pornographic websites. APS enables users to connect their OSN accounts to the
plug-in and match their faces (from their shared photos) with pornographic websites (Figure 3f). APS scans multiple
pornographic websites and seeks any content that features the MPC subject’s face.19 After the search is finished, MPC
subjects receive a list of matches (if any). Then, they can review the content and double-check the accuracy of the
recognition (Figure 3g). APS enables the MPC subject to use the results of the search to request removal and initiate
legal action. If the judge finds the MPC infringer guilty, the infringer is obliged to remove the content and to pay a fine.
This solution uses the deterrence strategy to dissuade MPC infringers from giving rise to additional MPCs in the
future.
4.7.1 Participants’ Feedback. Most of the participants perceived APS to be a complementary solution to protecting
MPC subjects. The participants found this solution supportive rather than preventive, as it helps remove unwanted
content and track MPC infringers. Although, some participants reported that APS could also deter future MPCs, as
MPC infringers might become more aware of the legal consequences of their actions. The participants mentioned that
utilizing this solution requires a certain effort, such as installing the plug-in and synchronizing it with the OSN account.
Hence, the solution could be difficult to use for novice technology users. Given the variety of pornographic websites and
their large database, some participants mentioned that scanning all these repositories would not be feasible. Meanwhile,
others suggested that crawling should be exhaustive and not limited to only pornographic websites.
4.8 Solution 7. Moment of Empathy (ME) -S-
ME is designed to address severe MPCs (Figure 3h). Identical to TT and WOLF, ME detects sensitive content. However,
only ME attempts to create empathy on the part of MPC infringers towards MPC subjects. The app asks the MPC
infringer to put herself in the shoes of the MPC subject and to answer a few questions such as “How would your parents
react?”, “Will you be able to go back to school?”, “How will you deal with the looks of others?” (Figure 3i). ME gives the
MPC infringer time to carefully consider sharing the content. These questions were designed to nudge MPC infringer
to reflect and eventually refrain from sharing the content.20
4.8.1 Participants’ Feedback. Overall, participants were positive and optimistic about ME. Most of the participants
reported that ME would make MPC infringers aware of the consequences of their acts. The participants believed that
ME could help them to remember that MPC subjects are human beings and to understand that, although these behaviors
are commonplace on the Internet, there might be repercussions in real life. The participants reported that ME could
prevent MPCs, as infringers could feel closer to MPC subjects. It would cause them to think twice, and to reconsider
their decisions before sharing. However, some participants reported that low-empathy individuals could circumvent the
solution by providing random and thoughtless answers. Some participants noted that it could be challenging to ask the
19Note that such content must be accessible and not behind paywalls, which could be the case with pornographic websites.
20Note that the use of empathy to dissuade people from enacting negative behavior has been studied in the past [110, 111]. However, its effectiveness in
the MPC context is still under debate [6, 21]. Future research should investigate empathy-based strategies in real-usage settings.
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right questions that would make the infringers reflect, and that the questions should be adapted for every case. The
participants recommended improving the solution by (i) integrating a system to make sure the questions were read
carefully by MPC infringers, (ii) exposing questions in the form of video messages instead of text to increase the impact,
and (iii) notifying the MPC subjects about the sensitive content to be shared.
4.9 Solution 8. MOOC for Internet Education (MOOCIE) -S-
MOOCIE is a web-based pedagogical solution for mild MPCs (Figure 3j). It aims at educating MPC infringers who
share non-consensual content in OSNs. Similar to FBTF, MOOCIE is activated if an MPC subject reports an MPC by
triggering a specific flag on the OSN. However, MOOCIE is different because it immediately blocks the account of
the MPC infringer and requires them to take—and pass—an online course on “cybersecurity and privacy awareness”
(cf. 4.1.2). The course is designed to teach MPC infringers about being respectful of others’ privacy and the importance of
obtaining consent before sharing someone else’s photo. The course is followed by a short quiz. Access to the account is
restored only after the right answers are submitted. MOOCIE uses incapacitation to force MPC infringers to participate
in rehabilitative sessions, and it aims at preventing infringers from giving rise to other MPCs in the future.
4.9.1 Participants’ Feedback. Overall, participants found MOOCIE effective. However, some participants underlined
the fact that when an MPC subject flags content, it is already too late as the intervention occurs after the picture or
video has been published and might already has been seen by others. Consequently, MOOCIE might not stop ongoing
MPC but could reduce the rate of future MPCs. The participants found the solution feasible and thought it would work
in real-life scenarios. However, some mentioned it could not deter malicious users. The participants suggested that
the course content should not be generic and should be tailored for different cases. They also mentioned changing
the content of the course to prevent habituation. Finally, some suggested deploying the solution across all OSNs, thus
making it hard for MPC infringers to circumvent the ban by creating new accounts or sharing on other OSNs.
4.10 Solution 9. Mediation for Conflict Resolution (MeCoR) -S-
MeCoR is a collaborative solution that enforces the consent collection for mild MPCs (Figure 3k). Similar to TT, WOLF,
FBTF, FICR, and ME, MeCoR reminds the MPC infringer to ask for consent before sharing. It also requires the MPC
infringer to tag all MPC subjects depicted in the photo. Next, MeCoR sends notifications to all MPC subjects asking for
their consent before the photo is published (cf. 4.1.3). The photo is published if and only if all MPC subjects give their
consent. For MPC subjects who do not consent, the app opens a chat box for the MPC infringer, MPC subject(s), and
a mediator from the OSN company. The mediator, who is an expert of the terms and conditions of the OSN, guides
the conversation and supports the users in solving the conflict. To avoid potential future conflicts between users, this
method applies the restoration strategy, before the content is shared.
4.10.1 Participants’ Feedback. Most of the participants described MeCoR as a preventive solution. They also noted
that the prevention would be effective only if MeCoR enforces MPC infringers to tag MPC subjects or if it uses an
automatic-detection technique. The participants reported that they would feel secure with MeCoR because nothing can
be published without their consent. Another positive point of the design is the opportunity for the users to explain
their motives and to negotiate the final sharing decision. Participants also noticed that it might be infeasible for OSNs
to put a real mediator in chat groups for every single conflict. They suggested the use of AI technology and chatbots to
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overcome this issue. Finally, participants noted that the solution does not work for those who do not own an account
on the same OSN where the content is being shared.21
4.11 Solution 10. Government Awareness Campaign (GAC) -I-
GAC reminds the content uploaders in advance, similar to TT, WOLF, FBTF, FICR, ME, and MeCoR. However, GAC is a
novel OSN function, as it was developed through the collaboration of the OSN platform and local government (Figure 3l).
The initiative begins with a social awareness campaign against MPCs and is sponsored by the local government.
Designers provided an example of such messages: “Every year, thousands of people die because of content published
without their consent! (Interagency Working Group, U.S. Government)”22 The warnings appear in the form of a pop-up
message at the moment of sharing a photo on an OSN. GAC aims to dissuade the MPC infringers, before they share
non-consensual content, or to persuade them to delete the photo, immediately after it has been shared. In summary,
GAC uses the deterrence strategy by informing MPC infringers about the potentially serious consequences of their
behavior.
4.11.1 Participants’ Feedback. Most of the participants found GAC helpful as it encourages OSN users to think twice
before posting content that might hurt other people. GAC was seen as a reminder that could nudge MPC infringers to
cease their sharing or to seek consent. Some participants mentioned that GAC could educate infringers by making
them more aware of what MPC subjects might experience as a consequence of their actions. The participants also
highlighted that “government-issued warnings” could be effective, as the source is typically seen as authoritative. Some
mentioned that, even though GAC is not targeted directly at MPC subjects, it could still give them a feeling that their
problems have been heard. However, most participants reported that GAC would not work for malicious MPC infringers
who intentionally want to harm others and it might be ignored by users who share frequently (due to habituation).
The participants recommended that (i) GAC should add a punishment for those who do not delete the content judged
offensive, and (ii) it should send notifications to MPC subjects, letting them know about the non-consensual content
being shared.
4.12 The Summary of Solutions
The overall summary of the ten solutions is presented in Table 2. Most solutions were designed primarily for the
MPC infringers, to make them aware of the consequences of their actions and to dissuade them from sharing without
collecting consent from others. Only one solution was designed primarily for MPC subjects, to help them uncover
content where they appear and for which they did not provide consent (APS). Two solutions also provided active
roles for the MPC subjects (GAP and MeCoR); these solutions involved the MPC subjects in the interaction process of
resolving the MPCs. A number of other solutions involved MPC subjects as secondary stakeholders (TT, WOLF, FBTF,
FICR, ME, MOOCIE, and GAC); these solutions do not prescribe the involvement of the MPC subject, as they consider it
optional. In terms of severity, about half of the solutions addressed MPCs that could produce severe consequences such
as cyberbullying, cyberstalking, and revenge porn (TT, WOLF, GAP, APS, and ME). The remaining solutions addressed
MPCs that could have mild consequences, such as endangering the public image of the MPC subjects (FBTF, FICR,
MOOCIE, MeCoR, and GAC).
21This is not necessarily the case as the OSN might allow co-owners without an account to review publication of content, even without being registered
on their service.
22Here, our participants used fictitious data instead of real data. Given the ethical implications of using fictitious data [81], when implementing such
solutions, designers should prefer data-driven approaches (i.e., real data).
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Table 2. The summary of the solutions in terms of (i) the stakeholders involved in storyboards and whether they reap benefits, (ii)
the severity of the MPC addressed, (iii) the expected impact of each solution, (iv) the types of support, (v) the use of the justice
strategies, and (vi) the types of mechanisms. The top row shows the acronym of each solution. ◦ indicates the stakeholders who were














































Stakeholders MPC infringer ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ◦ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓MPC subject ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ✓ ✓ ◦ ◦ ✓ ◦
Severity
Addressing
severe MPC ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - -
Impact
Preventive - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ -
Dissuasive ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - ✓
Corrective - - - - - ✓ - ✓ - -
Support
Psychological ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - -
Legal - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ -
Educational - - - - - - - ✓ - -
Strategies
Deterrence - ✓ - - - ✓ - - - ✓
Incapacitation ✓ - ✓ - - - - ✓ - -
Rehabilitation ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - -
Restoration - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ -
Retribution - - - - - - - - - -
Mechanisms
Face Detection - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - -
Content Detection ✓ ✓ - - - - ✓ - - -
Manual Flagging - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - -
Consent Reminder ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - ✓ ✓
Mediator ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ -
OSN Integration ✓‡ ✓‡ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓‡
The last six rows explain the type of mechanisms used in the solutions. These mechanisms are automatic detection mechanisms
(e.g., detecting a face or sensitive content), manually flagging an item by MPC subjects, mechanisms using reminders (i.e., to obtain
consent), and the mechanisms involving mediators (e.g., to resolve the conflict). The last row indicates if a solution should be
implemented in an OSN platform. ✓‡ shows the solutions that OSN company should work together with a third-party organization.
In terms of the impact on the occurrence of MPCs, two solutions provided absolute prevention by enforcing MPC
infringers to ask for consent before they could be allowed to publish the content (GAP and MeCoR). We refer to these
as ‘preventive’ solutions in Table 2. In these solutions, the MPC subjects were able to approve or reject the sharing
of the content where they appeared. Note that though MeCoR prevents the photo from being shared, GAP removes
the photo right after the MPC subject expresses disagreement with the content being published. The former prevents
side leakages, but the latter might not provide full protection. Six storyboards used dissuasive strategies to deter MPC
infringers from giving rise to MPC (TT, WOLF, FBTF, FICR, ME, and GAC). Designers used distinct strategies with the
infringers: informing them about the legal consequences (WOLF); warning them with statistical facts and authority
(GAC); persuading them through empathy (TT and ME). The remaining two solutions provided damage-control support,
but only after the MPC occurs (APS and MOOCIE). We refer to these solutions as ‘corrective’ in Table 2.
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Reviewing the different solutions, we identified three forms of support that could help in the conflict resolutions
related to MPCs: psychological (helping stakeholders reflect, empathize and elaborate), legal (helping stakeholders
collect consent or produce legal evidence), and educational (helping stakeholders through training). Specifically, two
solutions provided psychological support (TT and FBTF). Two solutions provided legal support (APS and MeCoR). And,
one solution provided MPC infringers with educational support (MOOCIE).
In terms of the use of the aforementioned justice framework, three solutions integrated two justice strategies (TT,
FBTF, and MOOCIE). These solutions combined incapacitation with either rehabilitation or restoration. Four of the
solutions used a single strategy in their design: deterrence (WOLF, APS, and GAC), and restoration (MeCoR). The
other solutions did not use any of the justice strategies introduced during the design sessions (FICR, GAP, and ME).
Instead, these solutions used a psychological approach to elicit an empathic response (ME), or simply technological
approaches to persuade users to seek consent (FICR) or to remove the photo (GAP). Three solutions used the principle
of deterrence for the MPC infringers: informing them about the legal consequences of MPCs (GAC), threatening to
report MPC infringers to law enforcement authorities before posting the content (WOLF), and threatening to use ‘fines’
(APS). Three storyboards used incapacitation that limits MPC infringers’ access to OSN: until the infringer attends
a psychological session (TT), for a fixed amount of days and only after the infringer apologizes (FBTF), and after
the infringer succeeds in an online training course (MOOCIE). Two storyboards used the principle of rehabilitation:
through in-person psychological support (TT), and by using an online training course and exam (MOOCIE). Finally,
three solutions used the principle of restoration: by requiring that both sides resolve the conflict in advance through a
mediator (MeCoR), without a mediator (GAP), and by encouraging MPC infringers to make an apology to the MPC
subject (FBTF). None of the design groups used retribution. Our participants noted that retribution could create more
problems than it solves. They perceived retribution as equal to the law of retaliation or the “lex talionis” [56] in the
Bible, and mentioned retribution could incite hatred and create endless circles of anger. [P2, female, 21 y.o.]: “It can
encourage feelings of hatred like you did this to me, I’m doing this to you. So it never stops!”
In terms of technology, most of the solutions used automatic recognition algorithms such as image-processing
and computer-vision-based algorithms (e.g., content detection, face detection/recognition) to detect MPCs.23 These
solutions propose detecting: for nudity or sexual content (TT, WOLF, GAP, and ME), for content published on porn
websites (APS), and simply for any kind of content published without consent (FBTF and FICR). Other techniques relied
on non-automatic strategies including compulsory tagging (MeCoR) and a report-based flagging of non-consensual
content (MOOCIE). Two solutions enabled the MPC subjects to report non-consensual sharing (FBTF and MOOCIE).
Furthermore, several solutions proposed to deter the infringer through warning messages that would pop up during the
sharing flow (TT, WOLF, FBTF, FICR, ME, MeCoR, and GAC). Two of the designed solutions require either a human
mediator or an agent-based mediator (TT and MeCoR). Finally, almost all solutions require integration with online social
networks. However, in several cases, this is not deemed sufficient and the designed solution would require integration
with a third-party organization (TT, WOLF, and GAC).
5 DISCUSSION
Our participants co-designed ten solutions to address the problem of MPCs. In this section, we first provide an answer
to our two research questions. Later, we discuss several aspects of these solutions, such as their technical feasibility.
23Note that such techniques do exist [1], yet they are not fully reliable. Also, any solutions relying on this technology should not allow reverse tagging,
specifically the identity of the people in the content should not be revealed to the uploader to protect the privacy of the users.
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We conclude this section by discussing future directions for research and design with regards to the development of
concrete solutions to address MPCs.
5.1 What Solutions Would Young OSN Users, who have Experienced MPCs, Co-design to Address the
Problem of MPCs?
The solutions designed by participants were mostly targeted at MPC infringers. However, in several cases, participants
recognized the importance of involving MPC subjects in resolving the conflict. This was seen as providing psychological
benefits to both sides (cf. 4.1.3). The recent literature on restorative approaches in the justice system has also reported
the positive benefits of enabling the involved parties to communicate about what led to the conflict and to discuss the
way to amend the situation [112]. Henceforth, the design and research community should look for ways of involving
MPC subjects in the conflict resolution process. This can take place in multiple ways. For instance, by enabling a
communication channel where MPC infringers can explain themselves and possibly apologize, and where MPC subjects
can explain how they feel with regard to the non-consensual sharing.
Half of the designed solutions aimed at addressing severe MPCs. Namely, designers thought that for the most
mundane cases, the solutions already in place in most OSNs for reporting conflicts would be sufficient (e.g., reporting a
post on Instagram for abuse). Note, however, that the distinction between severe and non-severe is somewhat arbitrary
and non-objective. AnMPC, which might start as a trivial oversight, might spiral into a severe case of cyberbullying, once
the conflictual content becomes known to the wider public. For instance, in a recent survey [31], 61% of teens reported
being bullied about their appearance, whereas only 15% of them reported sexuality as the reason for cyberbullying. A
safer approach would be to treat all conflicts the same, by automating detection, processing, and mitigating the conflict
(see Sec. 5.3 below).
Only two designed solutions provide full protection against MPCs (i.e., prevention). The other solutions attempt to
dissuade MPC infringers (i.e., discouraging non-compliant behavior) or to correct the MPC after the non-consensual
content has become known to the public. Note that corrective approaches do not offer protection to MPCs because,
as the content becomes known to the public, it can already be too late to avoid serious harm. Both preventive and
dissuasive approaches have positive and negative aspects, as discussed in a recent study [21]. Although dissuasive
solutions might be simpler to implement, they might not offer full protection to vulnerable users. Thus, we recommend
that the design and research community test the effectiveness of these solutions on existing OSNs.
In terms of support, the participants proposed three forms of support: psychological (e.g., mediating the conflict
between MPC infringers and subjects), legal (e.g., supporting consent collection), and educational (e.g., providing
training on the community norms). Note that though these forms of supports are embedded in separate solutions, they
might be concurrently provided to OSN users to address multiple facets of the MPC conflict. To date, few solutions have
been developed in these three areas, which calls for future design exploration. The concept of the accountable-consent
collection, in particular, has recently been demonstrated through a design concept [95].
In terms of the five justice strategies presented in Sec. 3.3, our participants implemented deterrence and incapacitation,
most often by blocking MPC infringers’ access to their OSN accounts or by threatening to block them. Rehabilitation
was implemented in a minority of solutions, via counseling and teaching about the community standards. Finally,
restoration was implemented by asking the MPC infringer to apologize or by enabling the MPC subject and the MPC
infringer to discuss the conflict and to negotiate the amendments under the supervision of a mediator. Future work
could focus on solutions that enable mediation and conflict resolution in OSNs. Next, we discuss the differences between
solutions designed by MPC infringers and MPC subjects.
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5.2 What Are the Differences Between Solutions Designed by MPC Infringers and MPC Subjects?
Overall, we found that, in a single solution, MPC subjects referred to justice strategies (cf. 3.3) more than MPC infringers
did (Smedian = 1.5 vs. Imedian = 1).24 As suggested by previous studies, referring to a lower number of justice strategies
might indicate the need for MPC infringers to disengage morally to justify their negative behavior, and to deactivate
moral controls and personal sanctions [11, 84]. These proportions could also be due to the MPC subjects being more
motivated to find a solution. This increased motivation could also explain why MPC subjects proposed more restrictive
solutions. They used the ‘incapacitation’ strategy in half of their solutions, perhaps as an intuitive emotional response,
whereas the same strategy was never used by MPC infringers. MPC subjects, unlike MPC infringers, also provided
more forms of support in their solutions (S median = 1 vs. I median = 0) and included ‘third-parties’ in two solutions;
this could be a way to involve external authorities in the conflict-resolution process.
In terms of technical mechanisms (e.g., face detection/recognition, content detection), we found again that MPC
subjects applied more techniques in their solutions than MPC infringers did (S median = 2 vs. I median = 1.5). This
could be due to the fact that the MPC subjects need a backup mechanism to address the MPC in case the primary
mechanisms should fail.
MPC infringers designed, overall, interventions with milder consequences. They resorted to deterrence more than
MPC subjects did (S median = 0 vs. I median = 0.5), and they resorted to incapacitation less than MPC subjects did
(S median = 0.5 vs. I median = 0), thus supporting the idea that MPC infringers might not fully realize the possible
consequences of severe MPCs. An emotional mechanismmight also explain this result. In contrast with the responsibility
felt by victims, the feelings of pride and indifference might fuel disengagement for these users [84]. Taken together,
these results suggest that a safer approach should be adopted to protect the most vulnerable users, given that MPC
infringers might not fully realize (or might not be willing to evaluate) the impact of their actions on the lives of others.
Next, we discuss the technical feasibility of the implementation of these solutions.
5.3 Technical Implementation of the Designed Solutions
All solutions designed by our participants are based on a workflow comprising three main steps: the detection of an
MPC event, the processing during which dissuasive or preventive actions can be triggered, and the outcome step during
which specific actions can be taken to address, mitigate [8], or resolve the conflict (see Figure 4).
Most of the designed solutions refer to automatic computer-vision-based algorithms for detecting content that is
likely to cause an MPC (e.g., photos with nudity, photos with multiple individuals). Examples of these algorithms
have already been proposed in the prior state-of-the-art, e.g., previous literature focused on face detection [1, 55],
bystander detection [45], and nudity detection [39]. These previous studies provide the technical foundations to build
the solutions identified by our participants. Note that, such methods could fall short of detecting people without an
OSN account [75]. Also, with deepfakes [126], malicious users can modify the content before sharing it to bypass
any detection mechanism. More research on this form of intentional misbehavior is required [65]. In addition to
automatic detection, our participants also identified manual flagging of conflicting content as a mechanism to trigger
the MPC workflow. In this regard, note that (i) options for reporting offending content already exist in most OSNs
(see for example [33]); (ii) reporting offending content when it has already been published might be too late to avoid
consequences; (iii) the mechanisms currently in place have been shown to be insufficient to counter the rise of MPCs, as
reported by recent studies [117]; and (iv) the option for reporting offending content could be weaponized by malicious
24Note that though the study was not intended to quantitatively compare MPC infringers and MPC subjects, we observed some potential differences
between these two categories of users; this needs to be confirmed by future research.
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Write Apology to MPC Subject
Fig. 4. Workflow of the designed solutions: for each main step, the main mechanisms identified by the participants are listed.
users to unduly punish other users [38]. In order to function, most of the designed solutions require integration with
the OSN. The OSN provider acts as a content-delivery platform and as an identity manager. Recent work also proposes
to decouple these two functions to further protect the privacy of the OSN users [95].
After an MPC event is detected (or reported), the designed solutions differ in terms of how to address the conflict.
Many solutions move directly to the outcome step, addressing false-positives post-facto. Several solutions prompt the
MPC infringer with dissuasive warnings. These have been researched in previous privacy research [6, 21, 81]. Using a
different approach, two of the solutions designed by our participants suggest using consent collection from all parties
appearing in the content as a precondition to publishing it. Earlier studies developed different techniques for consent
collection [77, 95]. Whereas previous work suggests the use of negotiation algorithms to help stakeholders reach
consensus on publishing conflicting content [115, 118], two other solutions, presented here, recommend the inclusion
of mediators to help resolve the conflict between MPC infringers and subjects. Given the logistic requirements of
such interventions (i.e., human mediators can be scarce and expensive), building these solutions might seem infeasible.
However, the recent advances in the fields of natural-language processing [40] and conversational agents [26, 44, 72]
could enable solutions to be built, where chatbots could mediate the discussion between the parties, and they could
provide the information on the conditions of use of the OSN or information on the specific legislation in the country
where the MPC took place, or support the users in expressing their feelings about the event. Henceforth, these solutions
can be further researched and tested. One point of concern, highlighted in prior research, is about the delay required to
secure consent from all MPC subjects depicted in the content [21]. In specific circumstances, this might render the delay
unmanageable (e.g., bystanders in the picture). None of the designed solutions included item or audience modification
(cf. Section 2.2). It is noteworthy this result contrasts with the fact that these two solutions were actually found in [117],
where few participants reported using them in practice when confronted with MPC.
Finally, the designed solutions differ also in terms of the way to address the MPC, once the event is detected and
possibly after a preventive phase. Several solutions simply do not permit the MPC infringers to continue with their
sharing intent, others remove the content post-facto. Other solutions lock the account of the MPC infringer, or require
mandatory counseling or training, as a means of preventing the same users from causing conflicts in the future. Other
solutions suggest reporting the conflict to the authorities, so that they will pursue the MPC infringer in the real world.
Finally, one solution requires the MPC infringer to write an apology letter. Whereas removing content or locking an
account would be simple to implement for OSN providers (e.g., [34]), human-based counseling can be expensive, hence
infeasible, especially on the scale of the users of the Internet. Online training or other forms of automated interventions
might be easier to scale up. Future work can study these approaches.
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5.4 Which Way Forward to Assist Users in the case of MPCs?
Our participants designed solutions that encourage MPC infringers to negotiate or to apologize, and this enables
subjects to explain why they were unhappy with the content and requested its removal. These practices, in a minority
of MPCs, were already identified in prior research as a way OSN users spontaneously handle conflicts [113]. The results
of the participatory design presented here confirm that these practices are considered, by users who have experienced
MPCs, as appropriate for addressing the problem. Furthermore, the solutions suggest that, if these were integrated into
the main functionalities of OSNs, some of these approaches could be used more widely to support users during conflicts.
Unfortunately, taken one by one, none of the presented solutions is ideal. For instance, MeCoR does not include any
automatic recognition system in the detection step, thus permitting malicious users to purposefully omit tagging the
content in order to circumvent the verification mechanisms that would involve the data subjects. Yet, the steps required
by these solutions can be decoupled and re-combined into novel solutions to provide optimal support and protection to
both MPC infringers and MPC subjects.
For example, we sketched a possible recombination of these steps named Dissuasion-Mediation-Training, or DiMeTra
(see Figure 5). This solution is triggered by an algorithm that recognizes multiple people in the content being shared. In a
first processing step, the solution displays a dissuasive warning to remind the user that the community standards require
obtaining consent from other subjects portrayed in the content. If the warning is ignored, then the MPC subject(s) are
notified. If they agree with the content, then the content is published on the OSN. Otherwise, both the MPC infringer
and the subject are required to discuss in a chat window, which could be moderated by a chatbot. At this stage, several
options are possible: either the MPC infringer ceases the sharing intent, or the content is edited to mask (or remove) the
appearance of the MPC subject [95].25 If the MPC infringer disagrees with these two options, the solution continues
with a number of steps designed to mitigate the conflict: first, the sharing and viewing rights on the OSN of the MPC
infringer are revoked; then the user is required to take an online course. The sharing and viewing rights are restored
only upon successful completion of the online course evaluation. The advantages of this solution are multiple. Simple
cases of non-conflictual content can be managed with little friction: either the MPC infringer desists or the content is
immediately approved by the MPC subject(s). And blatant privacy infringements can be easily ruled out. For fringe
cases, the feature offers the opportunity to both MPC infringer and subject to communicate with each other and to
reach an agreement. Eventually, persistent negative behavior of the MPC infringer leads to mandatory training that can
help the MPC infringers rehabilitate their misconduct and become better members of the OSN community.
Of course, productizing any of the solutions presented in this paper requires further work. Many details about
these solutions require additional design and testing. For instance, the mediation component of DiMeTra relies on a
linguistic model to support OSN users during the discussion. Further research is necessary to identify the most common
communication intents that users will utilize to discuss MPCs. Henceforth, researchers could implement a minimal
viable version of a chatbot designed to address MPCs. This prototype could be tested through a lab study involving
participants who have experienced and/or caused MPCs. We plan to pursue this line of research in our future work.
5.5 Limitations of the Participatory Design Sessions
Our approach has some limitations. The study participants were young adults who experienced MPCs. Other age groups,
such as teenagers or older adults, might have contributed different perspectives and needs with regard to these types of
conflicts. Future studies could also include these additional age groups. Also, half of our participants experienced MPCs
25Prior work investigated various masking techniques for privacy protection [46, 47, 64, 79, 92].
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Fig. 5. DiMeTra Solution. The colors of the steps refer to Figure 4.
with severe consequences. However, none of them experienced MPCs with extreme consequences, such as revenge
pornography. Conducting research with this population of users might require additional care and consideration.
However, their perspective and experience could reveal additional aspects of MPCs that we have not yet considered in
this study. Finally, we conducted our study in Switzerland. OSN users with different cultural backgrounds might have
different attitudes and opinions about MPCs. Future research could replicate the current study with participants from
different cultural backgrounds.
6 CONCLUSION
In this article, to develop practical solutions to the problem of MPCs, we have presented the outcome of participatory
design sessions. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to involve young OSN users—who have experienced
MPCs—in the design process. In this work, we have contributed user-centric designs that inform the future privacy-
preserving techniques in OSNs. Although we cannot implement these ten solutions in their current state, they reveal
constituting steps (or processes) that can be re-purposed to further the development of practical implementations.
For a possible embodiment of these processes, we have contributed DiMeTra, a solution to MPCs requiring further
development and testing. In the future, we can only expect our digital life to grow in complexity and pervasiveness.
Privacy solutions need to quickly adapt to this fast-moving landscape. In this regard, we suggest an exciting research
direction of using chatbots to provide support during conflicts that people experience online. We plan to pursue this
avenue in our future work. Implementing refined versions of the approaches presented in this paper in existing OSNs
can help limit the incidence of interdependent privacy conflicts and promote a safer online environment.
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